INTRODUCTION
Imagine a judicial opinion that does not cite or refer to a prior opinion of that court on the same issue. An older case, significantly parallel in real facts, is knowingly disregarded without mention by the same court a few years later. Even Karl Llewellyn-who with legal realists earlier in the twentieth century observed that judges have a huge amount of leeway in choosing relevant prior precedent 1 -termed such willful disregard of authority to be "[f]latly illegitimate" if engaged in by appellate courts in the United States. 2 One would be hard pressed to find any observer of the U.S. legal tradition to dispute Llewellyn's characterization. Such an opinion would invite immediate scrutiny of the court's competence-raising the possibility of disregard for the obligation to dispense even-handed justice, if not of outright corruption. A judge's obligation to consult precedent before deciding a case has been a core feature of the rule of law in the United States whether the relevant source of law at issue is statutory, constitutional, or common law. 3 Consistency, equal treatment of similarly situated parties, judicial restraint, and efficiency concepts are some of the reasons put forward to require consideration Founding era. State court judges gave the concept of stare decisis a distinct "vested rights" flavor and believed that the protection of settled expectations about property and contracts was essential to the preservation of property rights. 7 Lawyers, as well as judges, clearly expected courts not to deviate from precedent in a way that would unsettle property transactions. There is no reason to believe that federal judges in this era-who had significantly fewer opportunities to address these issues than did state judges-held materially different views. 8 The discussions in this Article proceed as follows. Part I briefly introduces several areas of contemporary debate for which this inquiry is relevant.
In Part II, I examine previous scholarly evaluations of the doctrine of precedent in the formative period.
9 I provide an alternative explanation for the adoption by American courts of rhetoric favoring stare decisis, one that links the rhetoric used by these courts with the predominant property discourse of the Founding period and with the Marshall Court's subsequent emphasis on vested rights and the Contracts Clause. I suggest that the stare decisis property rule gained widespread acceptance as a powerful form of argument because of the considerable emphasis on vested property rights in the formative era. In Part III, I use the formative era's invocations of the stare decisis property rule to suggest that in this period state courts tended to preserve property rules that they believed were necessary to avoid disrupting a large number of transactions. The cases that I discuss form the basis for an argument that jurists in the antebellum era held distinctly "conservative" ideas about the nature of change in the common law, at least when property reliance interests were at stake. The conclusion of this historical study is a modest contribution to the contemporary debate about the binding nature of precedent in constitutional law. Constitution. In Anastasoff v. United States, a three-judge panel, whose opinion Judge Arnold authored, held the Eighth Circuit's rule against citing unpublished opinions as "precedent" to be unconstitutional based upon an original understanding of "judicial power" in Article III. 10 The claim provoked immediate debate about the origins of stare decisis in the United States.
11
In Anastasoff, Judge Arnold posed an important question that no critic has effectively answered. When is it acceptable for a court to ignore its own prior precedent on a controlling point of law, one directly on point, decided a few years earlier? Or, when is it acceptable for a court to dispense justice unevenly, or to treat like cases differently? This is the greatest sin identified by Llewellyn in
The Common Law Tradition, lesser only to outright corruption in an individual judge. 12 Rules that prevent citation to the vast majority of a court's prior work allow judges to ignore the resolution of cases from the week, month, or year before, and to opt for a different rule apparently on a whim. Judge Arnold's original point has morphed into a broader debate about originalism and stare decisis. The common law tradition of adherence to decided cases is at issue in the debate about originalism 12. Cf. LLEWELLYN, supra note 1, at 459-60 (noting the judicial sin of "divergent lines of deciding which deliberately ignore each other").
and precedent for constitutional decisions. No one suggests that the Supreme Court treat each case as a brand new issue, not even referring to how it decided a similar case in the past. 13 Instead, the quest is to determine whether some rules can be agreed upon for the doctrine of stare decisis.
For modern courts, it is common to recognize a hierarchy for the degree of respect owed to prior precedent. 14 First, court decisions interpreting statutes are often said to be owed the highest degree of stare decisis because legislatures require stability of interpretation of statutes from the courts for the efficacy of the law-making power. If courts have interpreted a statute incorrectly, the legislature may respond by amending the statute. If, however, the interpretation of a statute changes from year to year, the legislature has less control over the content of the statutory command. Second, common law interpretations by courts should remain stable for much the same reason: common law adjudication is gap filling to provide a source of law in the absence of express (and superior) legislative direction. If a particular common law rule is changed one year, changed in the next, and quickly changed again, the legislature is unsure of the need for a response to endorse one view or reject another. Third and last in the hierarchy of decisions to which stare decisis has a claim are constitutional decisions. The rationale for this lesser degree of deference is a separation of powers argument based upon the fact that the federal Constitution is difficult to amend. The argument is that, in constitutional law, more so than for other sources of law, the "people" issue, without reference to prior judicial decisions, appears to be limited, however, to constitutional cases. Lawson relies on the Supremacy Clause, arguing that it acts as a choice-oflaw provision and commands judges to prefer the text of the Constitution over prior Supreme Court decisions, which are "conspicuously" absent from the Clause. Id. at 6; see U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl. 2. But now even Lawson would agree that sometimes (though rarely) there is reason to give "weight" to prior decisions. Lawson, supra, at 21 ("Thus, if all of the epistemological stars align properly-and one suspects that this would be a relatively rare event-there is some constitutional warrant for giving weight to prior decisions.").
14. See [Vol. 5:1 have no effective recourse to correct errors in legal interpretation by the judicial branch.
This hierarchy of degrees of respect for precedent based upon source of law is not historical. Instead, the Founding period and later generations viewed stare decisis as an important tool to protect reliance interests, regardless of the source of law. As I illustrate in this Article, further examination of historical practices suggests that earlier judges considered protection of expectation interests akin to constitutional command. The Founding generation did seem to expect that constitutional decisions by courts would generally follow the common law tradition of judicial decision making. A study of early state court practices is important for this conclusion. For primarily jurisdictional reasons, federal judges had fewer opportunities than did state judges to expound upon the meaning of stare decisis in the early decades following the establishment of the U.S. Constitution. In addition, state judges generally enjoyed greater prestige than did most federal appointees. For these and other reasons, an understanding of early state court practices is necessary to understand the relationship between originalism and precedent.
State court judges exhibited a strong commitment to stare decisis in cases in which property interests were at stake. This is important because most civil cases of that period involved property or contract disputes, and these judges tended to view the common law as a mechanism for ordering relations between individuals in terms of property rights. This commitment to the protection of the stability of law for property expectation interests also limited how governments could behave-the best example being Fletcher v. Peck. 15 These early practices reveal that the modern dichotomy between "constitutional" and "private" law was not so evident in the formative period.
15. 10 U.S. (6 Cranch) 87 (1810). This was the first decision by the U.S. Supreme Court to address in detail the significance of the federal Contracts Clause with respect to state legislation affecting property rights. In 1795, the Georgia legislature sold huge tracts of land, for about a penny an acre, to several land companies that had bribed members of the legislature. A number of Georgia legislators were major stockholders in the companies. Public outcry following the sale resulted in election of a new legislature, which promptly rescinded the prior sale. The state refunded the money paid for the land, but some of the land had already been sold by the companies to other persons, a large number of whom lived in other states. One such purchaser brought suit in federal court, claiming that the Georgia legislature could not rescind the deal with respect to innocent purchasers of the land because of the federal Contracts Clause. The Supreme Court struck down the Georgia legislature's attempt to rescind its original land grant.
Id. at 139.
Historians have identified two defining characteristics of judicial method for the years from the Founding period to the American Civil War. The first is the attribution of a "Grand Style" of adjudication, in which judges openly and "joyously" made law, in contrast to the formalism of the latter part of the nineteenth century. 16 The second is the characterization of judges as "instrumentalists," in that they collectively and consciously transformed the common law to further specific goals. The instrumentalist paradigm emphasizes the role of economic thought in shaping judicial decisions, leaving the purpose of this instrumentalism open to debate. James Willard Hurst, for instance, characterized judicial purpose in the period as favoring "property in action" over static uses. 17 Other scholars, most notably Morton J. Horwitz, have suggested that judges furthered the interests of those who would become key players in the developing industrial economy.
18
These generalizations, however, do not account for the emergence among antebellum judges of a widely shared value with respect to private property. Many judges imposed upon themselves external limits on discretion to change law in property cases, and these limits are readily linked to Founding-era political rhetoric that emphasized the sanctity of private property. Beginning early in the formative period, state court judges with some frequency articulated what they termed a "rule of stare decisis" for common law property rights. This view, itself a law-making choice, recognized the undesirability of changing common law rules that had created property reliance interests.
16. See GRANT GILMORE, THE AGES OF AMERICAN LAW 36-40 (1977) . Gilmore maintained that "[a]s anyone who has the slightest familiarity with late eighteenth-century English case law knows, the judges were quite consciously aware of what they were doing: they were making law, new law, with a sort of joyous frenzy." Id. at 6-7. Gilmore, in turn, attributed his designation of the pre-Civil War period as the "Age of Discovery" to Llewellyn's characterization of a "Grand Style" of adjudication, in which society recognized "both the need and the opportunity to create a rational system of law." Id. at 39. [Vol. 5:1
JAMES WILLARD HURST
The evidence here suggests that most state judges in the formative era did consider judicial abandonment of precedent potentially to be a retroactive impairment of property rights. In this era state courts tended to preserve those property rules that they believed were necessary to avoid disrupting a large number of prior transactions.
19
Courts were willing to change property rules only if they were first satisfied that the change would improve the law, usually in the sense that it would better reflect community practice, and if they were also satisfied that the change would not greatly disturb settled expectations.
20
This preference for legislative, rather than judicial, change in property law indicates great awareness of the difference between the retroactive nature of judicial decision making and the prospective nature of legislation, a critical distinction for the reliance interests these courts identified.
On the other hand, it is well documented that state courts prior to the Civil War did modify existing common law property rules with some frequency. Together with the portrayal of the formative period as one in which courts self-consciously and joyously made new law, progressive change in the American common law of property created a disjuncture with judicial rhetoric espousing settled rules of property. Although state courts, as well as the attorneys who argued before them, frequently articulated the view that stare decisis mandated adherence to rules that had generated settled property interests, such rhetoric seems inconsistent with other cases in which courts changed property rules, whether for utilitarian or instrumentalist reasons, to rationalize the common law, or in response to statutory changes.
Stare decisis was never absolute, even with respect to property interests. Nonetheless, the rhetoric of courts indicates that in this period stare decisis was viewed as a property "meta-rule," or a rule about rules. The quest is to explain the types of cases in which judges seemed to be constrained by stare decisis in the interest of protecting settled property expectations, recognizing that in other cases they did Scholars have debated the extent to which a judicial commitment to stare decisis is evident in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries in the United States. This debate reflects considerable imprecision about the origins of the doctrine of stare decisis in the United States, stemming possibly from different views on whether a relatively "strict" form had emerged. 21 Some writers have said, for example, that only in the late nineteenth century did courts begin to follow the doctrine of stare decisis. 22 This disagreement presumably is not about whether courts uttered the words "stare decisis" in judicial opinions, because use of that term to mean adherence to previously articulated principles of law is clearly evident early in the Founding period. Instead, the disagreement seems to be whether courts exhibited a strong commitment to the concept of stare decisis, or, whether by "stare decisis," courts meant more precisely that a holding by a court in a single previous case was binding on the same court.
23
Locating an "arrival" of a relatively firm doctrine of stare decisis is also difficult because debates about adherence to precedent during [Vol. 5:1 the formative period reflect most of the ways we talk about it today. It was common, for example, for the radical codifiers (those who wanted to codify existing common law not only to make it more intelligible to non-lawyers, but also to reform it) in the 1820s and 1830s to argue that the very problem they sought to remedy was a moribund, slavish adherence to precedent that prevented needed reforms, 24 which left codification as a means to "reliev[e] judges from the obligation now imposed upon them of obeying precedents not consonant to the spirit of the age."
25 These radical codifiers probably exaggerated the extent to which courts in fact followed stare decisis, but objections to the practice commonly focused upon particular areas of the law that state legislatures had not yet found the will to change.
Opponents of codification, on the other hand, stressed the mutability of the common law, probably equally overstating the extent to which judges either reacted to changed social preferences in reforming the American common law or at least purged it of its undesirable English elements. Few seemed fully persuaded by the argument that the "binding authority of precedent" was a safeguard to judicial integrity: "If judges may be supposed to be in fact corrupt, the slender web of authority and precedent is wholly insufficient to restrain them." 26 If we assume that this sort of realism about judicial It would be unfair to press an objection of this description against an ancient system, if the rigid principle of adherence to precedent only manifested itself in a few rare and extravagant instances, of the nature of that which we have just cited. But the truth is not so. Large portions of the law receive their character from this principle, and it is to a great extent infused into the whole mass. . . . [Stare decisis] is a very convenient and comfortable maxim for an ignorant or lazy Judge, as it saves him the trouble and labor of investigating a case and forming his own opinion. It is a wholesome maxim when judiciously followed and faithfully applied, but a most pernicious one when the letter and not the spirit is regarded. There is often an apparent resemblance or analogy between cases, when upon closer scrutiny they are found to be entirely diverse, and hence it is a matter of daily experience, that while Courts profess to follow the decisions, they merely follow their letter, and not their spirit and meaning; the consequence of which is, that they are perpetually running themselves into difficulties and absurdities, from which they cannot extricate themselves, without the aid of the Legislature. Courts of Justice, like certain insects, have an irresistible propensity to envelop themselves in their own web, from which the legislative sword alone can cut them loose. [Vol. 5:1 error, most courts and commentators did not indulge a presumption against overruling it.
31
Kempin examined cases from 1800 to 1850 and concluded that these years constituted "[t]he formative period of the doctrine" of stare decisis. 32 At the beginning of this period, Kempin argued, no firm doctrine of stare decisis existed in the sense that courts considered a prior case to be "binding," as opposed to merely a source of authority entitled to consideration. 33 Although Kempin suggested that a stronger form of stare decisis was established by 1850, the distinctions he drew between stare decisis and a mere "doctrine of following prior precedent" are not entirely clear.
Kempin did not discuss the emphasis on property reliance interests in state cases invoking stare decisis. Although Nelson noted that state courts in the formative period frequently emphasized the importance of stare decisis for property rules, 34 he did not consider that emphasis significant in his search for an account of the growth of stare decisis in American law. Indeed, none of the scholarship thus far reflects upon the reasons American courts might have had to link stare decisis explicitly to property rules. Thomas R. Lee examined the use of the stare decisis property rule in Supreme Court decisions of the mid-nineteenth century, 35 but he did not examine earlier state court articulations of the rule. His purpose instead was to show that, although the Rehnquist Court's articulation of a preference for stare decisis in property cases can be traced to Supreme Court decisions of the mid-nineteenth century, the Court's modern distinction between the precedential weight to be accorded statutory versus constitutional cases is of more recent vintage.
36
Other explanations for the emergence of stare decisis, like Kempin's, omit reference to the stare decisis property rule altogether. For example, Thomas Healy, among others, attributed a gradual strengthening of the commitment to stare decisis during the 31. Id. at 8. 32. Kempin, supra note 29, at 50. 33. Cf. id. at 33 ("It is doubtless true that the common law was viewed, by the colonists, as something other than and apart from decided cases. It may well be that decided cases were believed to contain evidence of the law and this can be seen by reference to a few different sources."). nineteenth century "mainly to the emergence of reliable law reports and a positivist conception of law." 37 I argue, instead, that the nineteenth century began with a widely shared view by state court judges that stare decisis was essential to the stability of property rights. To the extent that a commitment to stare decisis was strengthened during the nineteenth century, it is attributable more to the formative era's greater emphasis on property rights than to any other factor.
Nelson

B. The Rhetoric of Stare Decisis: Examples
There should not be any doubt that state courts enunciated the stare decisis property rule 38 from an early period and throughout the formative era. Although there is some evidence of the existence of this concept in colonial decisions, 39 in the postFounding period the rule appeared in a Pennsylvania opinion in 1788, 40 followed a few years later by an articulation of the rule by a North Carolina court. 41 The Pennsylvania opinion articulated the common theme: "An attempt of that kind [to change a settled rule of property, which would affect the exercise of a property owners' right] would shake the very foundations of property . . . . [Vol. (1843) (Gilchrist, J.) ("Certain words and phrases . . . have received a settled construction when found in wills, and that construction it has been found necessary to adhere to, in order that the rules for the exposition of wills should be as certain as the nature of the case will permit."). (1765), an influential treatise on the English common law widely available in the United States, discussed stare decisis but did not suggest that it was important for stability of property rights or that courts should consider the extent to which property transactions may have relied on previous court decisions. 64 Instead, Blackstone's view was that a precedent need not be followed "where the former determination is most evidently contrary to reason . . . . For if it be found that the former decision is manifestly absurd or unjust, it is declared, not that such a sentence was bad law, but that it was not law." 65 This statement fuels the tendency of modern scholars to attribute both to English law at the time, as well as to American law in the formative era, a "declaratory" theory in which prior cases were not themselves a source of law in the positivist sense. Attorneys appearing before courts also argued in favor of the stare decisis property rule with considerable frequency. 72 In 1800, an attorney is reported to have argued to the Pennsylvania Supreme 68. It reveals the strength of stare decisis that the English opinion was short enough to quote in its entirety:
[I]t is better for the public that the intention of one individual should be defeated, than that a series of decisions, on which the real property of this country depends, should be shaken. Stare decisis is a maxim in our law. Where there is a general devise of land, without any words of inheritance, the law says, that the devisee shall only take an estate for life; and such is the present case. But it has been contended that two decisions in this country have settled this point, and that stare decisis is a maxim of judicial wisdom, of great importance to the security of property and the sound administration of justice; and that this maxim should have peculiar obligation on a judge sitting singly.
Id. The court went on, however, to note that: it was not persuaded by the cases cited by counsel because the cases were not of precedential value for counsel's point; hence, its decision was not constrained by those cases; and, there was case precedent for the other view. See id. at 124.
[Vol. emanating from the Founding period and from the influence of the Contracts Clause decisions of the Marshall Court, accounts for the appearance and development of the concept that courts should not change rules that would unsettle property transactions. The particular rhetoric used by courts echoes larger themes about property rights in this period. 79 Moreover, this rhetoric indicates that state judges had internalized the Founding-era concern for the stability of property rights as a necessary element of economic prosperity.
A sampling of the rhetoric used by some courts supports these conclusions. 80 Courts variously described stare decisis as "essential to the repose of property,"
81 the "great landmark[] for the safety and regulation of real property," 82 and a maxim "invaluable, as applied to the great principles affecting the right of property. This doctrine has been so constantly repeated by our Courts, and so generally acted upon by the people, that it has become a rule of property which cannot be changed without a manifest disregard of 78. James W. Ely, Jr., describes the doctrine of vested rights as a natural law view that property ownership was a fundamental right and, as such, was to be protected by courts from legislative interference. JAMES W. ELY, JR., THE GUARDIAN OF EVERY OTHER RIGHT 63 (2d ed. 1998). Ely also describes the emphasis on security of property in the formation of the U.S. [Vol. 5:1 the principle of stare decisis, producing in its result an alarming violation of the right of property, and a disastrous disturbance of the quiet of the community.
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The rhetoric associated with the invocation of stare decisis with respect to property rules is evident relatively early in this period. For example, in 1808 a Pennsylvania judge declared that "[u]nless the rule of stare decisis is adhered to in the administration of justice under a government of laws, all property must be rendered insecure." 86 The following year, the same court affirmed that "it is better for the public that the intention of one individual should be defeated, than a series of decisions on which the property of this country depends should be shaken." 87 A South Carolina court declared in 1810 that stare decisis was "of great importance to the security of property."
88 A Tennessee court linked unsettled property rules to "despotism,"
89 noting it was "too late to change the course of thinking" with respect to rules of first entry on public lands, because "[h]undreds of titles have been acquired without any person suspecting that modern notions were to be applied to them." 90 The alternative, Judge White maintained, would be to "prove that with extreme labor, after the lapse of thirty years, we have been enabled to construe our laws differently from all who practiced under them, and thereby defeat or unsettle most of our titles to land. This . . . will not promote the true interest of society." Lion, an attorney arguing before the same court referred to the maxim stare decisis as "the ark of our safety." 94 Senator Cramer, in response, wrote of the "particular evil" of departing from the maxim:
[W]e have not, in my view of the subject, the power (and by power I mean right) now to question or impeach that judgment rendered by this Court, and founded on the uniform decisions of the Supreme Court during a period of more than seventeen years. Wills have been made, and estates settled, on the principles of those cases, which have been deemed and treated as a settled law of the land. They have been solemnly recognized by this Court, of the last resort, published to the world, held out to our citizens as the sure and established land marks by which they might, with perfect safety, regulate their conduct in acquiring or perfecting titles, or dispose of estates upon their dying beds, in such a manner that their honest intentions could not be defeated. It is now, however, sought to prevail on this Court, by reversing the judgment of the Supreme Court, to annul their own; and thus overturn, at one fell blow, the numerous decisions which have for many years concurred in the doctrines on which that judgment is founded. Can any good citizen, for a moment contemplate the consequences of such a measure without alarm? All the suitors, whose hopes may have been defeated by the decisions made upon these principles, will have the right to commence suits, and recover back the lands which have been awarded to their adversaries, without regard to the various intermediate alienations, or the value or extent of the improvements which may have been made by bona fide purchasers. 95 Similarly, in 1836 New York's highest court declared: "[T]he maxim, stare decisis ought to govern on the present occasion. Litigation can never be repressed, nor can the rights of property ever be secure, if this court of the last resort departs from its own solemn adjudications." 96 Although by far the majority of cases in which judges invoked stare decisis for the stability of property rights involved real estate transactions and devises, judges also emphasized the importance of stare decisis for contracts and commercial cases.
In his
Commentaries, Kent had specifically noted the "right" of the [Vol. 5:1 community to regulate their contracts based upon prior court pronouncements. 97 This equation of contract reliance interests with certainty of land title further established a contract as a property right, underscoring the spread of Contracts Clause ideology to nonconstitutional doctrines. 98 It also suggests the tendency of the vested rights concept in this period to include almost everything as a right of property. 99 Judge Tucker of Virginia, in a dispute over assignment of a bond and the insolvency of one of the debtors, noted the "elevated ground" of property rules in order to argue that stare decisis imposed similar obligations with respect to contracts:
The decisions of the courts on such questions, if they do not stand upon the elevated ground of being rules of property, are at least the law of contracts. Those who buy and those who sell, look for the obligations which are assumed by the assignor, to those decisions.
Hence the principle stare decisis, is peculiarly applicable to cases of this description.
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A few years later, the Virginia court noted that lease terms must receive consistent interpretations by courts: "The principle stare decisis is in these matters not merely proper, but it is vital; since counsel advise, and conveyancers proceed, and parties contract, with reference to the declared construction of the language of an instrument."
101
In 1823, the Supreme Court of Errors for Connecticut considered a case in which the efficacy of an endorsement of a promissory note was at issue. 102 In his dissenting opinion, Chief Justice Hosmer claimed that the majority had departed from prior law. He thought 97 In Garner v. Stubblefield, a concurring judge wrote separately on the doctrine of stare decisis to distinguish between "erroneous" decisions of recent vintage and decisions of longer usage, specifically those concerning "contracts":
[I]f by its long usage and its having entered into the contracts of mankind it has become the law of property, it ought not to be disturbed. The court in such cases could say with great propriety, stare decisis. But if the decision was but recently made, and was not from its nature calculated to enter into the contracts of the country or to have regulated the transmission of property, should the decision be thought to have been wrong, it would in such case be the duty of the court to overrule it. The policy of not disturbing the settled law of property, and more especially real property, is the only argument in favor of permitting a wrong decision to stand that common sense can approve. And wherever such would be the consequence the rule of stare decisis should prevail. [Vol. 5:1
In several cases in this period, the stare decisis property rule appears in only one judge's opinion 106 as an argument against the result reached by the other judges. In some instances, a judge suggested that his colleague's decision was in fact a departure from settled law, rather than the legitimate distinction claimed. A dissenting opinion in a South Carolina case suggested that adherence to settled law in property cases was on the level of constitutional obligation. 107 The majority in that case had noted that stare decisis required adherence to rules under which property has been transacted, but it believed the prior case at issue "ha[d] not settled any great rule of property under which rights have been acquired, which the reversal would defeat." 108 The dissenting judge vigorously urged otherwise. 109 In a Virginia case, responding to counsel's arguments, Judge Tucker wrote:
The effort of the appellants' counsel, therefore, has rather been to keep the present case clear of the influence of those adjudications, than to attempt to call in question, what the interests of society so emphatically require to be regarded as no longer questionable. It must be admitted on all hands, that the principle stare decisis, is of peculiar importance in whatever relates to the title to property, and to real property in particular. Among other things, a continual fluctuation in the decisions of the courts on the construction of wills, is calculated to produce the most serious evils.
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The examination of the stare decisis property rule in the formative era is not intended to suggest that any great changes occurred in the rhetoric used by courts after the Civil War. If anything, the rhetoric became stronger in the post-Civil War period. The Iowa Supreme 106. Early case law in this country, as in England, often (though not always) contains an opinion by each judge who wanted to write in the case. As such, there was often no "opinion of the court," as there is today. This Section examines opinions that draw conclusions on separate rationales, which today we would term either "dissenting" or "concurring in the judgment. 108. Id. at 577 (majority opinion).
The judge argued:
In [the former case], the wife regained her inheritance from the omission to record in six months; in the present case she loses it by the reversal of the former case. This inconsistency shocks the minds of men, and the Court is lessened in their respect and confidence, and loses the character of its high conservative usefulness.
Id. at 581 (Richardson, J., dissenting). [T]his court has decided that the doctrine of Weems v. Bryan is a law of property, and has twice distinctly announced that it would not overrule that case, but suffer it to stand as an exposition of the law, according to which the people might act, and shape their transactions without apprehension. Men must be presumed to have acted in reference to it, and in reference to the assurance of its stability; property has been received, and delivered, and transferred . . . by many persons . . . .
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The Supreme Court of Maryland also maintained that "[t]he rule 'stare decisis,' is one of the most sacred in the law. . . . Authorities established are so many laws, and receding from them, unsettles property, etc." 113 We cannot be certain, of course, that in the formative era state court judges actually accomplished what their rhetoric suggestedthat they in fact promoted certainty in legal rules. The perception that stare decisis protected settled expectations about property may have been purely a fantasy. Critical legal historians are especially skeptical of claims that legal rules promoted capitalism by providing certainty, and one characteristic of critical legal scholarship is to show that "rules as implemented often did not have their intended effect." 114 This may be true for the stare decisis property rule if the underlying doctrines at issue were not so widely known that people acted upon them.
Nonetheless, the rhetoric accompanying invocation of the stare decisis property rule-that property rights were dependent upon stability of judicial rules-is surely significant, even if the effect cannot be precisely measured. Stare decisis in property cases was a powerful form of argument for attorneys, one that was difficult for [Vol. 5:1 courts to ignore given the wider political emphasis on vested rights. The stare decisis property rule is symbolic of a larger reification of property associated with the vested rights doctrine. The modern debate about judicial takings, which can be related to the quest for an original understanding of stare decisis, asks whether state courts can effectively police their own boundaries with respect to the settled property expectations that legislatures are constitutionally bound to respect. The rhetoric used in the postFounding period through the Civil War suggests that many state court judges believed that they could. These judges did not explicitly invoke due process or "just compensation" guarantees in their rhetoric, but the motivation to protect property transactions and expectations was surely informed by the political rhetoric associated with these constitutional provisions as well as by the Contracts Clause. Many state courts recognized the possibility that changes to common law rules could deprive citizens of property interests and sought to guard against such changes. The rhetoric of courts in the formative era makes clear that the stare decisis property rule had an ideological purpose.
The U.S. Supreme Court has not explicitly endorsed the view that a state court's abandonment or modification of common law property rules may constitute a taking or violate due process. In 1994, however, Justice Scalia, joined by Justice O'Connor, dissented from the denial of certiorari in Stevens v. City of Cannon Beach on the ground that the Oregon Supreme Court's recognition of the doctrine of custom may have effected an uncompensated taking.
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More 115. The origin of the stare decisis property rule in the formative era seems to confirm the observation that "law" does not exist independently of ideological struggles in society. I mean to suggest that the stare decisis property rule reflects more widespread views of vested rights in property, rather than generating those views. Gordon, summarizing the debate over autonomy of law, has said: "It seems much more probable that the specific legal practices of a culture are simply dialects of a parent social speech and that studying the speech helps you understand the dialect and vice-versa." Id. at 90. The process of trial and error, of change of decision in order to conform with changing ideas and conditions, is traditional with courts administering the common law. Since it is for the state courts to interpret and declare the law of the State, it is for them to correct their errors and declare what the law has been as well as what it is. State courts, like this Court, may ordinarily overrule their own decisions without offending constitutional guaranties, even though parties may have acted to their prejudice on the faith of the earlier decisions.
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By contrast, Justice Stewart, writing only for himself, would impose a "reasonable expectations" test for a judicial taking:
To the extent that the decision of the Supreme Court of Washington on that issue arguably conforms to reasonable expectations, we must of course accept it as conclusive. But to the extent that it constitutes a sudden change in state law, unpredictable in terms of the relevant precedents, no such deference would be appropriate. [Vol. 5:1 a retroactive change in state common law. 121 The New York Court of Appeals initially had recognized, consistent with its own precedent, a right of landowners to be compensated when elevated railroads were constructed over their property. Later, the same court reversed its decision and held that no property interests of the owners were infringed by the presence of the elevated railroads. 122 Although the Supreme Court reversed the New York court's decision, the Court could not agree on a rationale. A plurality opinion by Justice McKenna, invoking the Contracts Clause, indicated that state courts could not abrogate a preexisting property right by changing precedent. To do so would "take away rights which have been acquired by contract and have come under the protection of the Constitution of the United States." 127 to protect the bondholders. In effect, the Court held that the Contracts Clause protected property expectation interests from retroactive judicial impairment.
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As previously demonstrated, one could conclude that state courts in the formative period of American law recognized the potential for retroactive disruption of property rights and sought to guard against it. Thompson, however, assumed it would be anachronistic to ask whether judges in the formative period appreciated this concept:
Given the original, limited understanding of a taking, . . . no one in the late-eighteenth century would have considered a mere judicial abandonment of precedent to constitute a taking-even where the abandonment expanded public rights in land and other resources. They were simply different creatures. Moreover, a court that abandoned an "erroneous" precedent could not be faulted because, unlike today, there was a widely shared assumption that there were correct legal answers to all issues. Property law was no exception. Confronted by new and unique economic and geographic perils, most eighteenth century Americans believed that it was especially important to "correct" various common law precedents to meet those perils.
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Contrary to Thompson's view, I suggest that state courts did not search for "correct" legal answers, but rather endeavored to rationalize property law in a way that would not disturb what they viewed to be existing property rights. Further, even with the admittedly limited understanding of a taking (because it did not include the modern concept of a regulatory taking), state courts in the formative era did consider judicial abandonment of precedent potentially to be a retroactive impairment of property rights. I argue that many state judges in the formative era appreciated at least the potential for judicial takings, and the evidence comes from the early development of the doctrine of stare decisis and its application to prior court decisions that the judges believed had settled property expectations. [Vol. 5:1
The predominant view in the formative era of American lawcharacterized by the themes of the Grand Style of joyous law making and instrumental purposes in property law in particular-not only influences the debate over the degree of respect for precedent in that era, but also contributes to the tendency to overlook the concern that drove the concept of a stare decisis property rule. In that era, state courts tended to preserve property rules that they believed were necessary to avoid disrupting a large number of transactions. When this larger potential effect was missing, however, judges were not necessarily concerned with the vested rights of the parties immediately before the court.
No court in this period appears to have challenged the basic proposition that stare decisis was an important principle for the stability of property rights, and courts invoking the stare decisis property rule were openly utilitarian about its purpose. Judge Tucker, for example, noted that fluctuation in law produces bad results for "what the interests of society so emphatically require to be regarded as no longer questionable."
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A dissenting judge in a Connecticut court was concerned that property transactions not be "the sport of perpetual vacillation and ruinous uncertainty" 131 by rejecting stare decisis. Another judge suggested that abandoning "landmarks" of the law would "greatly interfere with the enjoyment of property, and open the door to fraud and litigation." The current of authorities being thus strong, we must remember that stare decisis is a rule of no inconsiderable importance, if we wish to preserve the stability of judicial decisions, and to relieve the law, as much as possible, from the reproach of uncertainty, which has so often been urged against it.
It is important that the forms respecting the transfer of real estate should be strictly observed; otherwise great looseness may be introduced, and titles may thus become involved in great uncertainty.
Id. See also, e.g., Boon v. Bowers, 30 Miss. 246, 256 (1855) ("All questions which have an important bearing upon titles to property, and which have, as in this instance, been once carefully considered, and solemnly settled by this court, ought not to be treated as open for further investigation . . . .").
C. Application of Stare Decisis to Reliance Interests: Three Categories
In a number of instances, state courts cited the stare decisis property rule but explained why that principle was not applicable to the case at hand. On the basis of these cases, one can generalize about the specific circumstances in which courts citing the stare decisis property rule would nonetheless entertain arguments that a precedent should be overruled. First, if the precedent in question was a recent case, judges noted that there would be less disruption to settled expectations if it were to be changed. Second, courts would also depart from stare decisis if the change in the law was needed to reflect more closely actual practices with respect to property transactions. Third, and most important, courts would overrule prior precedent only if they believed an insignificant number of persons would be affected by the change. Examples from each category below provide further elaboration of these concepts.
Less Disruption to Expectations if Precedent Were Recent
Judges expressed a greater willingness to overrule or to decline to follow a particular property rule if it was relatively recent and conflicted with the weight of authority. For example, in Taylor's Administrator v. Spindle, the court was satisfied that a recent decision had not been accepted in practice and thus determined that stare decisis was not applicable.
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Counsel often proposed (and courts accepted) that a particular precedent was not subject to the stare decisis property rule because it was inconsistent with a line of cases, and little reliance interest was likely to have occurred. 135 The quest to Such a decision as this, made without plea, without argument at the bar, and in a case of such small moment, the value only of a few hundred dollars, scarcely worthy [Vol. 5:1 determine reliance interest is a relatively uniform feature in judicial opinions. 136 The more recent aberrational precedent could be excused by the "crowd of business which presses upon this court," but courts must correct "isolated blunders" because "they may invade the inviolability of contracts." 137 But if "by long usage" a precedent had been accepted in legal practice, then "it ought not to be disturbed." Often the more recent case was considered "erroneous" not as an abstract question of the "right answer" under some declaratory theory of law, but in the sense that it did not adequately reflect the law in Hartley. I feel the full force of all that has been said on the rule of "stare decisis," but the case of Hillegas v. Hartley has not settled any great rule of property under which rights have been acquired, which the reversal would defeat. Its only effect will be in a few instances to restore rights honestly, in most cases, acquired, but which would have been defeated by accident or by ignorance that the law required the notice of any one, surely can never be considered as settling the law, on the maxim of stare decisis.
Cases which pass without argument and debate are never considered as affording a precedent, nor is a single case deemed of much more effect. One case does not establish the law on the principle of stare decisis. On occasion, judges also expressed more specific ideas about when precedent ought to be abandoned in favor of improved utility. 140 The issue most frequently arose with respect to the expediency of following English precedent, as judges seemed to look to American customs in order to decline to follow an English rule.
Id. (citation omitted
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In other instances, courts employed the technique of distinguishing a case to avoid extending a principle that, "if pressed to an extreme, would be introductory of very great mischiefs."
142 But it was more common for I, therefore, repeat again that finding these decisions no longer governed by principles which formerly prevailed, and that the reasons on which their former decisions were founded, no longer exist, they will not only review those decisions, but will reverse them, if other good reasons cannot be found for their support.
Bailey v. South Carolina Ins. Co., 6 S.C.L. (1 Tread.) 381, 399 (1813) (Nott, J.). A dissertation published by Vermont Chief Justice Nathaniel Chipman in 1793 discussed Vermont's statute that adopted case and statutory law; it urged that Vermont courts reject those English precedents that conflicted with the "principles and reasons, which arise out of the present state," unless they had already been "adopted in practice" and thus had become rules of property. But it has been contended that two decisions in this country have settled this point, and that stare decisis is a maxim of judicial wisdom, of great importance to the security of property and the sound administration of justice; and that this maxim should have peculiar obligation on a judge sitting singly.
I am very sensible of the value of that maxim, and I hope it will ever so influence my conduct as to prevent my rashly disturbing settled doctrines. I shall therefore be unwilling, sitting alone, to shake the authority of those cases, where they have a direct and clear application. But I confess that I do not feel inclined to extend the principle, [Vol. 5:1 judges to state that they must maintain "incorrect" rules or wrongly decided cases even when a change in the rule would be better. For example, a Connecticut court stated: "Stare decisis, is a sound judicial maxim, especially in settlement cases, where the stability of a rule is of more importance than its technical correctness."
143 Even a bad rule must be maintained if changing the rule would result in greater disruption to property expectations.
Effect on a Large Number of Property Transactions
At least in opinions in which stare decisis is explicitly discussed, judges consistently stated that property rules should not be changed if the effect would be to unsettle the expectations of a relatively large number of property owners. Courts tended to avoid departing from precedent that "must eventuate in great loss to individuals." It is of little importance to the public . . . whether a tract of land belongs to A. or B. In deciding their titles, strict rules of construction may be adhered to, though sometimes at the expense of justice, because certainty of title is thereby produced, and individual inconvenience is richly compensated by general good; but when multitudes are affected by the construction of an instrument, great regard should be paid to the spirit and intention. If, on the other hand, the change in rule was not perceived to have much effect in the larger community, courts were willing to change it.
In Kirk v. Dean, Justice Brackenridge did not consider the court to be departing from the maxim of stare decisis because "the consideration which is expressed by the Court, the 'unsettling estates,' does not weigh so much in the case of dower, which is but a life estate."
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Courts also on occasion relaxed technical formalities in acquisition of property titles, particularly when the deficiency was the fault of a government agency, to avoid court rulings that would affect large numbers of property transactions.
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In addition, courts were less concerned with the stare decisis property rule in questions of remedy and procedure.
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To summarize, courts were willing to change property rules if they were first satisfied that the change would improve the law, [Vol. 5:1 usually in the sense that it would better reflect community practice, and if they were also satisfied that the change would not greatly disturb settled property expectations. If a change in a common law property rule would disrupt settled expectations, these courts stated a strong preference for the legislature to be the agent of change.
152 This preference for legislative change indicates a great awareness of the difference between the retroactive nature of judicial decision making and the prospective nature of legislation, a critical distinction for the reliance interests these courts identified.
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Several issues merit further exploration. One concern is that judges may not have acknowledged that the result of a decision was, in fact, a change from prior law. A related problem is identifying all 152. See, e.g., McDowell v. Oyer, 21 Pa. 417 (1853). Although the court considered a prior line of cases to have been wrongly decided, the court described the "principle of great magnitude and importance" of stare decisis:
It is this law which we are bound to execute, and not any "higher law," manufactured for each special occasion out of our own private feelings and opinions. If it be wrong, the government has a department whose duty it is to amend it, and the responsibility is not in any wise thrown upon the judiciary. This law is entirely prospective. The Legislature have justly thought, that to give it an ex post facto effect, would be wrong. Shall the Courts then give it such operation? So far from this law furnishing a fair opportunity to overturn the settled course of decisions, I think it shews us the propriety of a different line of conduct, of leaving this subject exactly where the law has left it. The great advantage which a change of the law by the Legislature, has over a change by the Courts, (even if this could properly be done) is, that the one is a public rule, binding all alike, and looking to the future only. The other is a rule, which, as the Court makes, it may break; and which affects past, as well as future cases. For the last century or two, dying without heirs, issue, &c. has been settled to mean a general failure, not tied up to the death of the first taker. If we say now, that these decisions are all wrong, will not our successors have more right to reverse our decision, than we have to reverse one with the frost of centuries upon it? But our decision will be retrospective; for, as we do not assume the power of making, but only declaring, the law, if we say that these decisions are wrong, all the estates which have been settled, all the contracts which have been made, all the titles which rest on the foundation of their correctness, are uprooted. Nor can we see the extent of the mischief. A few cases only have come before us, for some years back; because, the law being settled, counsel would generally advise against it. But, only open the door; proclaim to the world that all which has heretofore been done is wrong; and then we shall see the wild uproar and confusion among titles, which will follow. Is it not better to prevent this, by holding on in the course we have so long run? The cases which arose prior to the law of 1819, must cease after a time; and then that law settles the matter.
Id. at 285 (Carr, J.).
of the cases in which the specific motivation to protect settled property expectations was a factor. Many judges simply applied the law as they best understood it from prior cases, without discussing stare decisis. Further, not all courts specifically cited property reliance interests when they invoked the maxim of stare decisis, suggesting that some courts may have used the term in a general sense rather than for the more specific purpose of protecting expectation interests.
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These questions are important because we know that courts changed property law in this period and that legislatures effected even greater changes.
155 I do not suggest that on the basis of the cases examined here one could conclude that the property rules that were changed by courts always followed the general precepts that I have identified. However, if changes in common law property rules in the formative era usually occurred only in instances in which few settled expectations were disrupted, then the rhetoric of the stare decisis property rule probably did have both a standard meaning and a constraining effect in this period.
Moreover, the U.S. Supreme Court did not intervene in state court determinations of common law property rules until the close of the formative era, when (as noted previously) from the 1850s through the 1870s the Supreme Court overrode several state court rulings on the ground that changes to precedent by those courts violated property interests protected by the Contracts Clause. There are a number of possible explanations for the Supreme Court's apparent lack of concern before the 1850s. [Vol. 5:1 jurisdiction).
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One might also conclude that the Court had less reason for concern until the specific issue of repudiation of municipal bonds arose. The Marshall Court did not develop a commitment to constitutional preservation of the common law, even though both state judiciaries and legislatures might frustrate the Framers' manifest "determination to shield themselves and their property from the effects of those sudden and strong passions to which men are exposed." 158 The Supreme Court's lack of intervention prior to the 1850s may reflect a relative satisfaction that changes in common law property rules by state courts generally did not violate previously vested rights of property.
CONCLUSION
The modern debate over the binding nature of precedent echoes issues that have been part of the arguments made in American courts for over 200 years. Stare decisis developed in the formative period of American law and was a useful guide to avoid making decisions that would have the effect of changing common law rules in ways that property owners would find objectionable. As a historical matter, the stare decisis property rule provides a link between state court methods and values deriving from the Founding period. State court judges developed a system that reflected the prevailing values of the predominant political discourse of vested rights. Political ideology played some role in shaping legal rules, and I suggest that, in at least some areas of property law, the ideology was decidedly conservative. This ideology mediated between existing precedent and judges' desires to create a uniquely American law.
For a number of reasons it is difficult to use the formative era to press normative claims about either the contemporary judicial takings issue or the role of precedent for a modern court. State judges in that period do not discuss the stare decisis property rule as a taking or as a compensation issue, but rather as a limitation on judicial power. More importantly, the stare decisis property rule did not apply to use restrictions according to our relatively recent understanding of a regulatory taking. On the other hand, it is not helpful to dismiss the formative era on the ground that judges in that era embraced a declaratory theory of law 159 or that "there was a widely shared assumption that there were correct legal answers to all issues." 160 The cases described in this Article, at least, seem to contradict that notion.
To be sure, judicial statements about adherence to precedent in the formative period occur primarily in cases potentially affecting title to property, not the use to which the property might be put. Changes in property use doctrines that did not affect one's physical possession of land or a contract right-for example, nuisance, water allocation, and ancient lights-did not seem to be of as much concern to judges in the formative era. Such views are consistent with Takings Clause jurisprudence in the nineteenth century with respect to legislative action. Laws that restricted the use of one's property-but did not constitute a physical invasion or forced taking of title-were not considered by judges to violate takings clauses contained in the federal or state constitutions and thus did not require compensation.
For the modern question of judicial takings, perhaps the experience of the formative era merely suggests the obvious-that the efficacy of the stare decisis property rule depends upon a widely shared commitment by judges to the protection of reliance interests. State court judges for most of the formative era seem to have shared this commitment, at least in principle, well before similar opportunities were presented to the federal courts. Although the rhetoric associated with the stare decisis property rule no doubt served a legitimating function-though it probably was ignored when, for instrumental reasons, courts wanted to change the rulesthe concept is invoked frequently enough that one can draw more general conclusions about judicial attitudes toward the stability of property rights in the formative era. Judges viewed abrupt changes in precedent to be undesirable when settled property expectations would be disturbed.
At another level, use of the rhetoric of stare decisis by antebellum jurists in questions relating to property rules did not reflect a concern that private property might be taken for public benefit without compensation, but instead expressed a longstanding aversion to the taking of property from A to give to B-a power courts expressly [Vol. 5:1 denied to the legislature in this period. In this sense, it is correct to state that these state court judges would not have recognized a general prohibition against judicial takings as the issue is argued today. Many judges, however, believed it was important to honor the "reasonable expectations" of property owners and those engaged in commercial transactions based upon their general understanding of common law rules, or at least the settled understanding as those judges could discern it. The sentiments expressed by these judges are consistent with Justice Stewart's "reasonable expectations" test for a judicial taking. 161 State court judges in the formative period claimed to abhor sudden changes in common law rules that disrupted certain property reliance interests. Stare decisis is similarly invoked by modern courts in cases implicating expectation interests, 162 but noticeably missing is the rhetoric of stare decisis as essential to the "great right" of property, the avoidance of "despotism," the "ark of our safety," a "shield against the introduction of great evil," and so on. Such rhetoric was a fairly common feature of antebellum judicial opinions.
The historical conclusion, however, is mixed. Judges clearly showed an appreciation of the potential effect of their decisions on property reliance interests. They were also utilitarian in such a way that their focus was not necessarily upon the vested rights of parties before the court but upon the potential for disrupting a larger number of transactions-a pragmatic concern for economic stability in addition to the reliance interest of a particular individual. Crediting judicial rhetoric alone, the formative era of American law is ironically also one of the eras of strongest protection against judicial takings, despite its reputation for joyous law making by judges. These conclusions suggest the need for further refinement of the standard historical interpretations of the formative era to consider in what circumstances courts viewed their role as a counterforce to democratic excesses, or as agents of change. This historical understanding of the role of precedent, which I suggest is equivalent to a ban against judicial takings, does not translate easily into a universal rule to govern the degree of respect for precedent in contemporary constitutional decision making. The lack of a specific original intent, however, does not negate lesser conclusions that one can draw about original understandings of the role of precedent in deciding controversies of the day. That answer, as I suggest here, comes from common law adjudication. We should not reject the possibility of instructive insights merely because important concepts about the rule of law developed from within the common law. This history is instructive for both sides of the question posed by originalists, whether or not one is a fellow traveler with originalist approaches to constitutional interpretation. Judges in the Founding period and subsequent generations did not regard themselves as wholly free to behave as political actors.
My contribution to the historical debate about the origins of precedent and stare decisis in the United States is modest. I do not suggest that we yet have any definitive word, if we will ever have it, on the question of the constitutional role of precedent in the minds of the Framers of the federal Constitution. Instead, I argue that conclusions about the Founding era and the years following are seriously incomplete without studying the practices of state courts with respect to economic expectation interests. This commitment spread beyond property rules to include institutions, community interests, and even limitations of legislative power, evident in the federal courts as early as Fletcher v. Peck. 164 With this recognition of a relatively firm commitment to stare decisis in some classes of cases, normative conclusions for modern constitutional law are even less clear. An originalist would seem compelled to honor this earlier commitment to protection of property and reliance interests, as though it were in some degree one of constitutional command.
